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The meeting was· called to order at 3.10 p em.

AGENDA ITEM 73: REVIEW AND CO-ORDINATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS PROGRAMMES OF
ORGANIZATIONS IN THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM AND CO-OPERATION WITH OTHER
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMMES IN THE FIELD OF HUMAN RIGHTS (continued) (A/36/3/Add.23
(Part I), A/36/116 and Carr.1; A/C.3/36/2) -~

AGENDA ITEM 79: ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES AND WAYS AND MEANS WITHIN THE UNITED
NATIONS SYSTEM FOR IMPROVING THE EFFECTIVE ENJOYMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND
FUNDAMENTAL FREEDOMS (continued) (A/36/3/Add..23 (Part I), A/36/116 and Corr.1,
A/36/482, A/36/584; A/C.3/3/36/L.41)

(a) IMPLEMENTATION OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTIONS 34/46 AND 35/174: REPORT OF
THE SECRETARY-GENERAL (continued) (A/36/462)

(b) NATIONAL INSTITUTIONS FOR THE PROMOTION AND PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS:
REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL (continued) (A/36/44)

1. Miss KHAPARDE (India) said that the Indian Government's approach. to human
rights issues was guided by its belief that human rights were indivisible and all
rights, whether civil, political, economic, social, cultural or other, should be
treated in an integrated 'manner. The Indian Government did not believe in any
artificial division of different sets of human rights. As stated in General
Assembly resolution 32/130, "All human rights and fundamental freedoms are
indivisible and interdependent". Bread and freedom were equally important.
Freedom without bread was as much an affront to human dignity as bread without
freedom. The endeavour of the international community should therefore be to
ensure both. bread and freedom for all instead of getting involved in a sterile
debate on which of the two should come first.

2. f..n important development had been the decision adopted by the Commission on
Human Rights at its thirty-seventh se~sion, on the initiative of the non-aligned
countries, regarding the right to development. The Working Group set up by "the
Commission was entrusted with the task of defining the scope and content of the
right to development and providing to the Commission concrete proposals for the
implementation of that right and for a draft international instrument on the"
subject. She might recall that the COIDm.ission's resolution 36 (XXXVII) stated
that the right to development was a human right and that equality of opportunity
for development was as much. a prerogative of nations as of individuals.

,

3. The Indian Government was trying to ensure fullest possible development of the
individual and of the society as a 'whole, and it did not believe in placing the
individual and the society in contradiction to each other. The Prime Minister of
India, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, had observed in the Eoreword to the sixth five-year
plan for 1980-1985:

"Progress in a country of India's size and diversity depends on the
participation and full involvement of all se~tions of the people. This is
possible only in democracy. But for democracy to have meaning in our
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7. Although. the United Nations provided an appropriate forum for discussion on
human rights around the ~orld, it must be recognized t}l.at a forum of that kind had
certain limitations inherent in its functioning. It was necessary to be sensitive
always to the concept of sovereignty of nations and to strike a delicate balance
between that concept, t~ common law of civilized"nations and the inalienable
rights of human beings.

8.. Mr. RICHARDSON (Jamaica) said it was many years since the proposal to create
a post of United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights had first been put
forward, but no decision had yet been taken on it. He understood that similar
concerns and similar reservations had been expressed when the establishment of the
post of United Nations High qommissioner for Refugees had been proposed, and
practice had shown that they had been u"nwarranted and unncessary.

9. Although. the General Assembly was entirely competent to take up the proposal
for the establishment of the post and to make the decision in the matter, he would
not advocate its taking that unusual step, for that would be to deprive the
Commission on Human Rights of its prerogative. The Commission had substantial
expertise and bad subsidiary bodies also composed of experts.

10. The report of the Secretary-General on na'c':ional institutions for the promotion
and protection of human rights (A/36/440) reflected the wealth and complexity of
the institutions which. countries had devised for the protection of human rights on
a national basis. If those institutions were functioning as they had been intended
to do, there·would oe no need for further action in the matter on the national or .
the international level. Howaver, over the years there had been massive and
flagrant violations of human rights in all regions; despite that, the international
community had allowed the one proposal which could be used in that situation to
become the victim of the classifical parliamentary manoeuvres of delay and
obfuscation. There was no official in the international community who was engaged
full-time in that task and who could respond immediately to urgent calls from
countries for assistance in dealing with humanitarian problems and violations of
human rights.

11. Over the years, the history of the proposal to establish the post of High
Commissioner had been affected by politics. Member Stateshad ~ome to see the
proposal as an additional means of attack. He invited the Committee to consider
the proposal on its merits and not to regard it as something which must be warded
off because it would be used for interference in the internal affairs of countries.
The proposed official would exercise his functions in accordance with the Charter
of the United Nations and the Universal De-claration of Human Rights, and he could
not trespass without being called to account.

12. He therefore supported the proposal that the Commission on Human Rights
should be invited to consider the proposal and reach conclusions during 1982, that
the General Assembly should inform the Commissi.on that it expected to receive its
conclusions in time for consideration at its thirty-seventh regular session, and
that the Assembly should make a definitive decision in the matter during f.ts
thirty-seventh. session. .
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13. Mrs. KHAN (Bangladesh) said that as the Committee took up item 79, it was
conscious of the immense complexity of the promotion of human rights, which embraced
not only civil and political liberties but the rights of all people.

14. There was also an awareness of the apparent contradiction in the international
community's approach to such matters. That limitation tvas inherent :in the Charter
itself, which prohibited intervention in matters which were essentially within the
domestic jurisdiction of any State, while at the same time requiring all Members
to take joint action to ensure the universal observance of human rights and
fundamental freedoms for all.

15. Despite those contradictions and limitations, the work of the United Nations
in the field of human rights, though painfully slow, had been positive. Over the
years the question of human rights in its varied guises had received increasing
recognit:i:-on and grown in importance as an issue in bilateral relations and in
multilateral discussions.

16. The progress made in the field of human rights must be viewed in that context.
As the United Nations approached its goal of universality and as scientific and
technological innovations advanced at a rapid pace, the members of the Committee
were conscious, more than ever before, of the growing sense of community that
bound all mankind together. In contemporary society, any weak link anywhere
impinged directly on the security and. well-being of all nations.

17. The debate had brought out new proposals which deserved attention. One of
them was the proposal to create a post of United Nations High. Commissioner for Human
Rights. His delegation believed that before creating controversial new organs
whose viability was threatened from the outset, the United Nations should take
measures to ensure the effectiveness of existing machinery· and institutions.

18. In conclusion, he said that the question of human rights must be viewed in its
totality. So long as 9ppression, injustice, exploitation and discrimination
existed, the approach to human-rights problems would remain distorted and inadequat

19. Mr. VOI.CU (Romania} said that the considera:tion of pro1ilems relating to human ~

rights provided the Committee with.. an opportunity to hold an in-depth. dialogue on
practical steps for strengthening international co-operation in a sphere whi.ch. was
a cause of great concern to all States Memoers of the United Nations.

20. His delegation had stated on various occasions that today's world had to face.
a series of negative phenomena which. had a direct effect on the human. conditi.on,
namely, the existence of colonialism and neo-colonialism, policies of force.'-and
imposition, foreign occupation and domination, the. arms race., underdevelopment,
economic crisis, unemployment and migration of manpower. 1fi.s delegation now wished
to discuss the arms race in more. detail, proceeding from the general idea that
disarmament was of crucial importance. for the. realization of tB.e right to .'
development, the attaiDment of the. right to peace, the establishment of a ne.w
international economic order and the. promoti.on of r~ect for all huma.I1. rights.·
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·21. Not long ago Romania's Front for Democracy and Socialist Unity had appealed
to all the peoples of the world to take new and more vigorous action for peace
and disarmament. At the same time, it had placed emphasis on the attainment by
all peoples of the fundamental right to life, peace and freedom, through a broad
unified movement of all' peace-loving forces.

22. The. in-depth- study conducted by the Commission on Human Rights concerning
the fundamental right of persons and nations to life, peace and a free and
indepepdent existence was part of that body's future programme of activities.
Other .current problems could also be examined in the same context, such as the
utilization of advances in science and technology to consolidate international
peace and security and to promote respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms.
It might also be well to continue the analysis of other problems of great
importance, particularly the international dimensions of the right to development,
the rights of young people, and the guaranteeing of the right to work, education
and health.

23. With regard to the proposed creation of a post of United Nations High
Commission for Human Rights, it was evident that a.ttention s'hould be centred on
the global review and evaluation that was to be carried out by the Commission of
Human Rights before the item was considered in the General Assembly.

24. His delegation believed, like others, that it seemed premature for the present
to debate or take a decision on tha creation of such a post. What was needed, in.
the context of improving the institutional structures of the United Nations with-
a view to expanding international co-operation in the sphere of human rights, was
to devote more attention to the improvement of the functioning of existing United
Nations bodies in the· sphere of human rights. To that end, it would be desirable
to redefine more prec~sely, in the light of present needs, the mandate of the
Commission on human rights and the functions of the Economic and Social Council in
the human-rights sphere. Other subs:tantive institutional aspects which deserved
careful attention were: how to make better use of the composition of the
Commission on Human Rights; how to formulate its programme better, in conformity
with the needs of the General Assembly; and how, to ensure that the Economic and
Social Council guided the functioning of the Commission more effectively and
systematically. It would also be desirable to improve the organization of work
of the Division of Human Rights as currently structured, in order to deal with the
additional tasks assigned to it in the future in the promotion and protection of
human rights. Actual needs did not ,justify any change in the functions of the
Division.

25. Lastly, as had also become evident during the current session of the General
Assembly, there were wide divergences witlLregard to the creation of ne.w
institutional machinery in the context of human rights. Since the Viability of
any institutional structure, present or future, depended ultimately on the
positions of States and groups of States concerning the matter, the viability of
the creation of new institutional structures could not be appreciated until
general agreement had been reached.
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26. Mr. MATELJ.AK. (Yugoslavia) said that he was particularly interested in a more
complete elaDorat~on of the concept of human rights, especially with regard to the
right to development, with the active participation of individuals and, peoples,
which implied complete respect for human rights. At the international level, the
full appl~cationof the right to development involved, above all, the attainment
of the right to self-determination, respect for the political and economic
independence and sovereignty of countries and peoples, the existence of genuine
international peace and peaceful international co-operation, respect for the
sovereign equal~ty·of all countries, and respect for the principles of peaceful
coex~stence defined in United Nations documents and in documents adopted at
meetings of the non-aligned countries.

27. It was also necessary to create conditions at the national level which would
enable ind~viduals to participate actively in the development process. Every
country should have the right., in keeping with its specific internal conditions,
to determine wi.thout foreign interference the specific means for achieving its
development. The impos~tion of foreign development models on a country constituted
a violation of the human rights of that country and ~ts people.

28 •. In Yugoslavia the right to development was applied through the system of
socialist se1f-management, which enabled every worker to participate actively in,
making decisions of personal interest, common interest and social interest in
general. That right was exercised in the context of various institutional forms
of the system of self-management, that is to say, in the sphere of production, in
communities ofinterest and at all levels of administrative an.d territorial units,
ranging from local communiti.es to the national federation.

29. In 1ol~tical life, the traditional system of parties had been abandoned in
Yugoslavia. Consequently the pluralism of existing social interests was expressed
in the pluralism of self-manageme~t. interests, ~;hich permitted in s.o far as
possible the. authentic application i::t. '";'.';;,rious forms of human rights. That meant
that individuals or gro.ups-~in vulul,?xable situations (women, older persons,
handicapped persons and the like) had the right to have their protection ensured
by the adoption of special measures, which 'gave them true equality.

30. The self-management syst,em gave new opportunities for speedy social and
econom~c development, particularly of the least developed republics and regions,
which. currently constituted 40 per c:ent of the territory, and almost the same
percentage of the population, of Yugoslavia.

31. It was therefore logical that great importance should he attached to further
elaboration of the concept of the right to development as a human right.
Yugoslavia supported resolution 36 (XXXVII) of the Commission on Human Rights,
and act~vely participated in th!? working group of experts established under that
resolution.

."

32. Turning to the report in document A/36/462, he said that Yugoslavia had
considered that a study would be more comprehensive .than a report. Desp~te its
short-camings, however, the report clearly showed that the current unfavourable
international situation constituted a serious obstacle to the promotion of human!
rights in individual countries, and in the world in general. More attention would

I ...
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therefore have to be paid to that problem in the future. It had rightly been
pointed out in the report that the political will of Member States to eliminate
the major obstacles in the way of achieving that goal was of paramount importance.
The main proplem was the lack of suchpolitical will, and not the so-called
deficiency in human rights procedures or inadequacy in the organization of the
human rights sector. Neither the establishment of a post of High Commission for
Human Rights nor .the creation of further human rights bodies would solve the human
rights problem. Action should be directed to finding ways and means of inducing
Member States to act more effectively in creating better national and
international conditions for the respect and promotion of human rights and
fundamental freedoms.

33. Miss FAWTHORPE (New Zealand) sai4 that the Secretary-General' s report
(A!36/462), though not exhaustive, was a useful contribution to the consideration
of a question thathad been intensively discussed in recent years. The report of
the Seminar on Human Rights, Peace and Development provided further insight into
situations that could obstruct the full access of people to their rights, at the
international and national levels alike.

34. With respect to the proposal for the establishm.ent of a post of High
Connnissioner for Human Rights, which had been the subject of wide-ranging
discussion since its initial introduction in 1965, her delegation, like many
others, was disappointed at the lack of positive action and hoped that the recent
recommendation of the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities "would give new impetus to the question in the Commission
o~ Human Rights.

35. She drew attention to the general inadequacy of resources for the promotion
and protection of human rights, to which reference was made in the Secretary
General's report. That inadequacy had been recognized for some time, and her
delegation considered that the situation could be improved, in the United
Nations context, by converting the Division of Human Rights into a Centre.

36. One of the most important concluaions in the Secretary-General' s report was
the one in paragraph. 93, which stated, with refe~ence to mass and flagrant
violations of human rights, that such violations took place either as a result of
conditions perpetuated by Member States or as a result of policies and practices
engaged in by Member States, or with their acquiescence~ and that the exercise of
the political will· necessary to change those factors could therefore be seen as
highly important. Attention should also be drawn to the long-term importance
of education, training and dissemination of information for the realization of
human rights.

37. She also stressed the 'importance of taking human rights factors into account
in national developmeut and planning policies, "and reiterated that the
establishment of the new international economic order would not automatically
bring about the full enjoyment by all individuals of fundamental freedoms,
particul~rly in the sphere c,f civil and polit:Lcal rights. That was why her

I . . .
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delegation welcomed the conclusion reached by the Seminar on Human Rights, Peace
and Development to the effect that the absence of peace, or the achievement of .
development by a people, could never exempt a State from i.ts obligation to ensure
respect for the Iuunan rights of its nationals and of the persons residing in its
territory, and why it would like to see that conclusion reflected in a resolution
on the item a t the. current session.

38. The Seminar had certainly illustrated the links between aspects of the.
internati_onal situation and basic human rights aspiraticn.s. She also drew
attention to the Seminar's recommendation that the United Nations, when dealing
with development, should give the. human rights aspect greater attention. Among
the other alternati.ves proposed by the Seminar was the possibility of placing a
new item on the world human rights situation on the agenda of the General Assembly;
that idea deserved careful study.

39. Lastly, she expressed the hope that steps to improve tIle capacity of the.
United Nations for dealing with violations of human rights and promoting the
universal enjoyment of fundamental freedoms could be taken on a consensus basis.

40. Mr. TARASYUK (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that respect 'for
humat:..- rights and fundamental freedoms was closely linked with the purposes for
which the United Nations had been created, and particularly with the maint~nance

of the peace and security of peoples, since respect for human rights could only
exist whe.n peace prevailed. In Article 55 of the Charter, universal respect for
human rights and fundamental freedoms was considered to be one of the areas
influencing the conditions of stability and well-being that were necessary for
peaceful and friendly relations among nations. There was also ~n undeniable link
between the guarantee of human rights and fundamental freedoms and the principle
of self-determination of peoples.

41. During the years that passed since the. creation of the United Nations, the
foundations of a system for the. promotion of and respect for human rights had been
laid, and more 50 futernati.onal instruments on the subject had been adopted.
His country, which had always respected those instruments, would like to see an
increase in the number of States parties, since that would be 'one of the most
important means of promoting and ensuring respect for human rights and fundamental
freedoms.

42. In accordance with the growing needs of the international community, and with
the principles of the Charter, a system had been developed in the United Nations
in the. sphere of human rights. Th2 main components of t:hat system were the
General Assembly and the Economi.c and Social Council, and, above all, the
Commission on Human Rights, which was responsible to the Councj~; there were also
various organs, committees and commissions working on specific subjects related
to human rights'. In the development of that system, it was preferable, in his.
delegation's view, to improve existing bodi.es rather than to establish new one'S.
That was the specific task being performed by a working group of the Commission
on Human Rights, which had considered interesting proposals submitted by.
Bulgaria, Poland and Mongolia for the Commission's long-term general programme.

I ....
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43. It was important to note. that paragraph 1 of General Assembly resolution 32/130
set forth the. most important concepts on which. the approach. to the future work with.
respect to human rights issues should be. cased. A number of specific steps had
already been. taken against mass and flagrant violations of the human rights of the
peoples and individuals' affected by situations resulting from the apartheid system
practised cy the South African regime and. from Israel's policies in the occupied
Arab territories. His delegation unconditionally supported all the concepts set
forth. in the resCillution. referred to, and in particular the importance of the
establishment of the new international economic order for the effective promotion
of human rights and fundamental freedoms and the need to ensure that co-operation
among States in human rights matters was carried out only on the basis of the
principles of the Charter.

44. It should be pointed out that human rights were a prerogative of Member States,
and. that any proposals that threatened the sovereignty of States undermined
international co-operation in human rights matters. His delegation was therefore
opposed to the establishment of a post of High Commissioner for Human Rights.

45. Among the documents before. the Committee was the. report of the Secretary
General (A/36/462) which. stressed that the realization of human rights depended
on the international situation and specifically on the extent to which international
peace. and security prevailed at any given time. That was also one of the main
conclusions of the Seminar on the Relations that Exist between Human Rights, Peace
and Development, the report on which stated that lithe maintenance. of international
peace and security for all peoples and individuals is vital for social and economic
progress and for the full realization of human rights. tr

46. The success of the work of the United' Na tions in the field of human rights
depended fundamentally on the good will of Member States in co-operation and in
combating mass violations of human rights. The Ukrainian SSR hoped that th.e
I1;umber of S'tates manifesting good will would in(;rease and that they would join in
the international co-operation vital to the realization of human rights and
fundamental freedoms.

47 • Mr. RAKOTOMALALA (Madagascar) said that his delegation had studied wi.th.
interest the reports of the Secretary-General (A/36/462 and A/36/440}, as well as
the submissions from the. Geneva and New York Seminars.

48. Although. the Universal Declarati,.on. of HumaI}. Rights and the International
Covenants on Humall Rights signed in the past- few years enunciated binding
obligations, in certain parts of the world mass and flagrant violations of human
rights continued to occur..No Government, moreover, could affirm that it had
secured total respect for human rights. Thus it was clear that the. concept of
human rights was not statis and that a programme of education and information to
achieve greater understanding and respect for human rights was needed.

49. The United Nations had fulfilled a highly important role in the. process of
human liberati.on, not only from political dominati.on and oppress,ion but also from

\
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all forms of political, economic, soc~l or cultural dependence. There were
enough organizations within the United Nations system to enable it to accomplish
its mandate effectively, and thus continuing violations of human rights must be
attributed, inter alia, to the lack of political will of Governments and of the
peoples themselves.

50. ?ince the number of competent human rights bodies was sufficient, there was
no need to establish a post of United Nations High Connnissioner for Human Rights.
It would be preferable to encourage States to accede to the International
Covenants on Human Rights, for the greater the ntimber of States' that complied
with the obligations imposed b.y those Covenants, the greater would be the number
of effective and far-reaching measures adopted to promote and protect human rights.

51. The Government of Madagascar had been applying most of the guidelines that
the Seminar on natioD.a;l and local institutions for the promotion and protection of
human rights had reconnnended to Governments. The Malagasy State had set up
democratic structures to favour participation by the people in the building of a
new society whose obj ectives were an automonous and balanced development and the
eradication of injustice and exploitation. The following were examples of what
Madagascar wa~ doing to achieve those goals: Ca) there was a continuous process
of mobilization of the masses and heightening of their awareness; (b) all persons
over 18 yesrs of age had the right to vote and to stand for election; (c) citizens

-were informed not only of their rights but also of their duties towards society;
(d) the national radio broadcast a daily programme in which prominent jurists
clarified questions relating to the law and ju"dicial proceedings; (e) the Ministry
of Labour produced broadcasts aimed at making workers aware of their rights;
(f) deputies could intervene directly against the Administration on behalf of the
interests of the electorate by submitting complaints to the appropriate Ministers;
(g) decentralized connnunity organizations had, in addition to their ordinary
powers, conciliation and a,rbitration authority; Ch) in penal matters, when a
crime was punishable by more than five years' imprisonment, the serv:ices of a
lawyer were provided free of charge to the ~ccused.

52. In conclusion he observed that as the right to development had been
recognized by the General Assembly as a fundamental human right, the rights of the
people had priority, but that did not mean that individual rights should be
sacrificed.

53. Mrs. IDER (Mongolian People's Republic) recalled that during the debates at
the thirty-s~cond session of the General Assembly, in which more than 60 States
had participated, the majority had affirmed that economic and social development.
was basic for the achievement of civil, political and human rights. They had
then adopted resolution 32/130, of capital importance for future United Nations
work in the sphere of human rights. She stressed the interrelationship between
the different kinds of rights and the need to gi.ve attention to all of them. "
Another important concept expressed in thatresolution was the need to combat
flagrant violations of human rights, which created situations constituting a
threat to peace and security. The resolution enumerated flagrant violations
such as racial discrimination, racism, apartheid and foreign occupation. It
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also stressed that the realization of the new international economic order was an
essential element for the promotion of human _rights.

54. The United Nations must bring its human rights activities into line with. that
resolution so as to give effect to the ideals upheld., by the maj ority of Member
States. Her delegation was pleased. that the Commission on Human Rights held
established a Working Group for that purpose, and considered that its useful work
should continue during the Commission's next session. Hongolia had sponsored the
document submitted by the Working Group, which reflected the concepts that had
been given shape in resolution 32/130.

55. The Commission on Human Rights was the most important human rights body of
the Economic and Social Council. Her delegation had welcomed the adoption by the
Council of resolution 1979/36, which entrusted the Commission on Human Rights
with the co-ordination of the human rights activities of the organizations of the
United Nations system and which decided as well to extend the session of the
Commission on Human Rights. The Commission on Human Rights and other organizations
engaged in huma~ rights activities not yet exploiting their potential to the full.

56. Her delegation did not agree with the proposal to hold meetings of the
Bureau of the Commission between sessions. The Bureau of the Commission was not
in a position. to express the political will of the Commission and any recommendation
it might make would have to be adopted by the Commission. Nor was it advisable to
transform the Division of Human Rights into a Centre. Mongolia was in favour of
improving the efficiency of United Nations human rights activities, but what was
needed was to ensure that already existing agreements achieved maximum effectiveness
and enjoyed universal acceptance. Similarly, better use should be made of the
committees established under the International Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Racial Discrimination and the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights.

57. Furthermore, the proposal to establish a post of High. Commissioner of Human
Rights was not a good one. rt had been proposed that such a post should
co-ordinate the human rights activities of the organizations of the United Nations
system, but according to the Charter of the United Nations that function fell
within the purview of the. General Assembly and the Economic and Social Council.
Not even the Secretary-General had authority to co-ordinate the activities of
those organizations. Those who favoured the establishment of the post said that
its occupant would not interfere in the affairs of other organizations, but how
would it be possible to co-ordinate the functions of other organizations without
interfering -in them", The post dupficat~d_functions of already existing bodies.

58. The real purpose of :the establishment of thepost would be that it would offer
certain countries the possibility of interfer.ing in the internal affairs of others"
Her delegation opposed the establishment of a post of High Commissioner for Human
Rights and. found it regrettable that the proposal had been repeatedly submitted
to the Committee for years.

59. Mrs. MASMOUDI. (Tunisia) took the Chair.

/ ...
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60. Mr. LOOD (Philippines) said that the.internati.onal communi.ty was confronted
with. the problem of di.scovering ways and means of improving the. effect:Lve
enj oyment of human rights. In that connexion, the reports of the Secretary-General
(A/36/440, A/36/462 and A/CN.4/1433) were fundamental, since they dealt wi.th
acti.vities undertaken at all levels and emphasized the exi.stence of good
interrtational instruments whose implementation would effect a transformation.

61. The Seminar held in August 1981 had concluded that one of the fundamental
obstacles to the enjoyment of human rights, parti.cularly in developing countries,
was the existence of economic inequalities. Indeed, a large. percentage of the
world's people lacked basic necessi.ties such as food, shelter and health.. care,
and were livll1.g in conditions that were grossly unacceptable. The target set by
General Assembly resolution 2626 (XXV) adopted in 1970, in accordance with whi..ch.
developed countries should provide 0.7 per cent of their gross national product
to the developing countries in the form of offi.cial development assi.stance, had
not yet been reached. The terms of internati.onal trade and investment were far
from being favourable to the developing countries. The. Seminar had emp1;lasi.zed
the need to remedy that si.tuation by making changes in the s:tructure and
func~ioning of the world economy' and it had stressed again. the urgency of
establishing a new international economic order.

62. But the world si.tuation was not entirely nega1:ive, as the recent C?nctin
meeting devoted to the North-South. dialogue indi.cated. As the Presi.dent of his
country had pointed out, it was a paradox that one of the. results of the Canctin
meeting might be the establishment of a precedent for the exercise and
appli.cation of poli.tical w:tll of a moral order that had been in the process of
deteri.oration. Deterioration was not the spirit of the Canctin meeting. What
was needed was global negotiation, and that was the spirit whiclk had to be .
nurtured. Advantage should be taken of that spirit to' establish. the long awai.ted
new economic order. . "

1

63. His delegati.on wished "to JOJ.n in efforts to promote human rights by drawing
the Commi.ttee' s attention to a subject which, in its opinion, needed to be
examined. That subject was freedom of movement and freedom to choose oneos
residence. Those freedoms should not be restricted except by lawfu~ order. of a
court or in the interest of nati.onal securi.ty or public health. Any reasons
adduced for limi.ting those freedoms must be suffici.ently justified. No on~

should be imprisoned or deprived of bis freedom or exiled except in accordance
with the law. Everyone had the. right: to return to his own country.

64. Mr. MASSOT (Brazil) sa:id that the collective exercise that the Committee
carried out each. year in seeking alternative approaches and ways and means: .:~'

within the United Nati.ons system for improving the effectiveenjo:YJllent of hmnan
rights and fundamental freedoms helped to keep alive'the creative effort that
should inspire the dynamics of a multilateral system. But the. exercise should
not be interpreted as a search. for new approaches necessitE..ted by some inadequacy
of the existing ones, nor should it serve to undermine the existing structures;
rather, it should have asits aim the perfecting of the existing system, the
strengthening of its future potential and the implementation of the decisions
already taken. .
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65. Only when all that had been completed and there still seemed to be a long way
to go - should new structures be established. The Commissi.on on Human Rights
should receive more support from States, which: ought to increase. or at least
maintain a constructive dialogue within and with the Commission. If the latter
was to perform its tasks effectively, it must. be. recognized that its subsidiary
bodies reported to the Commission. Attempts to change that h:terarcIdcal order
only created chaos in the existing structure.

66. Organic changes should not be. effected until the conclusion of the
Commission's work concerning alternative approaches and ways and means for improving
t~ enjoyment of human rights. The proposals made to estaf>li.sh. a post of High.
Commissioner for Human Rights. and to transform the Di.vision of Human Rights into
a Centre before the conclusi.on of the studies wh:tch. were under way did not have
the approval of his delegation, which. Was not even convinced of their usefulness.
The resolutioIls adopted by the Connnission on Human Rights and the drafts on which
it had been working during its thirty-seventh session showed that existing bodies
could be effective and that i.t was.possible to find alternative solutions to basic
problems.

67. Among the mass and flagrant vi.olati.ons of human rights, apartheid was the
most abhorrent. No effo~t should be spared to elim:tnate that evil, and all
nations should co-operate in working toward that end. The internati.onal community
should devote more time to the study of that obnoxious practi.ce and, above all,
of its origins. Greater knowledge of the causes which had given rise to :Lt would
make it possible to determine how to combat and destroy it. Investigating its
cultural, ethnic and sociological background would enable delegations·to form a
better image of the target to be attacked ..

68. Miss LORANGER (Canada) observed with satisfaction that the United Nations had
achieved specific results in the field of h~an rights and had been able to
heighten the awareness of peoples in that regard. It was necessary to persevere
with those- efforts and to bear in mind that Governments, by ratifying the Charter,
had connnitted themselves to international co-operation in developing and
stimulating respect for human rights. ~he fundamental problem was to be able to
orchestrate all efforts so as to achieve effective co-operation in the human
rights field. .

69. Agenda item 79 offered one of the means of achieving that aim. The Commission
on Human Rights had appointed a working group to study the question but, in her
delegation's opinion, it had not achieved the results en',isaged; it had restricted
itself to discussing the broad subj ects to, be dealt witI-_ and had not managed to
formulate precisf; or systematic reaommendati:ons. The working group could play a
very important role, but it would be necessary to think seriously about seeking
another means of attaining the desired objectives if it did not achieve tangible
results during the next session of the Commission.

70. Her delegation attached great importance to the suggested establishment of
the post of United Nations High. Commissioner for Human Rights, a problem which
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the Commission must study very attentively. The. establisInnent of a post of HigIL
Commissioner would contriDute. to promoting and protecting hUman riglits throughout
the world, s.ince its incumbent would se-rye. as an intermediary in finding specific
solutions to the proolems which arose in that fi.eld.

71. Delegations Gught to adopt an open attitude which. would allow them to consider
seriously new proposals and modifications to the. existing system. No one could
deny that it was still possi.Dle to make improvements in tfi.e. mechanisms.' estaolished
in the human righ.ts sector. A system must De found whicIL would fucreasinglybe in
keeping with. the ooligations and idf?B.ls that had oeen set fortIi.. in tIie. Cliarter.

72. Although. there were differences of opl.D2.on, the. lack of consensus .must not be
an excuse for those who were unwilling to consider new ideas. It was worth.
recalling that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, wfiicIi.. was the. keystone
of the Commission's work, had not been approved by consensus. AlthougIL the.
Commission on Human Rights and States were. dealing with. serious situations, the.
effectiveness of the relevant procedures often left much- to be. des·ired. "Her
country particularly regretted that the. United Nations. was not aBle. to take urgent
steps ~ cases where it would be justified in doing so. The Committee. had not
even been able to take. a decision on the proposal tIi.a.t the Bureau of the Commission
on Human Rights should meet between sessions to deaJ with- urgent situations. Her
Government supported that proposal but others could be envisaged, such- as having
the Commission meet twice a year, whicn.. would reduce the. volume of work that "
delegations attending its sessions had to perform.

73. Her Government considered that the Secretariat services whi.ch. dealt witIi..
human rights should have the requisite infrastructure and fhat the. existing
Divi.sion of Human Rights should be changed into a centr~ for human. rights, a move
which. would be justified considering the relative importance of that service. as
compared with. other Secretariat services. The. Secretary-General should do
everything possible to acMeve that objective.

-~

74. Wh.en. contemplating new measures that t~ Commission could reco.mm~d, it was
essential not to minimize the important functions i;ncUlUbent on the. General Assembly
in connexion with. the elalioration of international instruments- and consideration
of the human righ.ts si~uation in the world. The functions of the. Commission on
Humc;ln Rights could be broadaned but, at the same time, the. General Assemlily ought. .
to adopt a provision under which. a comprehensive study of the fllnnan rights
situation in the world would be. carried out every two years. That procedure 'WOuld
be similar to the one. adopted by the Assembly in dealing with. the world social
situation. Her delegation had not yet taken a position in that respect but
considered that it was a new idea Tmch. should lie examined wi..tli. the requisite
f elxibility.

ORGANIZATION OF WORK.
.'

75. Miss FRANCO (Portugal) sai..d tE.a.t the summary record of the. 22nd meeting
(A/C.3/36/SR?J22, para. 72) contained a s.erious mistake· in reporting 1ier de1egation·t s
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explanation of vote on draft resolution A/C.3/36/L.ll relating to agenda i..tem 81,
which distorted the meaning of the statement made on that occas'ion reiterating
the well-known position ofher Govermnent. What had Deen said on that occasion was
"We beli..eve that a peaceful outcome of these proDlems"their seriousness
notwithstanding, is still possi1>le and that efforts to that end should continue
to be sought. Thus we, cannot but clearly condemn, once more, the recent attacks
on some of the Front-Line States, particularly Mozambique and Angola, that can
only hinder the pursuance of such goal.". .

76. Mr. 0 'DONOVAN (Ireland) resumed the Chair.

77. Mr. RANGASHMAR (India) and Mrs. BARISH. (Costa Rica) requested that since work.
was ,still proceeding on the. draft res~lutions on nati.onal institutions for
promoting and protecting human rights and on the establishment of a post of High
Connnissioner'respectively, the time-limit for their submission should De extended
from 6 p.m. on that day until 1 p.m. on the following day.

78. The CHAIRMAN said that if there were no objections, he would take it that the
Commi.ttee agreed to the request of the representatives of India and Costa Rica.

79. It was so decided.

The meeting rose at 5.40 p.m.
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